
SUMMARY

Sanofi saved
210+ days annually

for the Sales Operations
by automating incentives

with Kennect
Strength: 2500+ Industry: Pharma

CASE STUDY

With over 2500+ users, Sanofi, a large pharmaceutical 

company, lacked visibility across hierarchies, making it 

impossible for decision-makers to determine the 

efficiency of incentive programmes.

It became impossible to maintain track of over 

400 schemes spread across 20 company 

divisions using basic excel files or 

spreadsheets. As a result, there werespreadsheets. As a result, there were

 disparities during payments, and 

the operations staff spent the 

majority of their time correcting 

the issues.

KEY RESULTS

“"We have multiple incentive components dependent on both revenue as well activity goals, that keep changing every quarter for different roles across 20+ business units. With this complicated incentive 

structure, we were really skeptical about automating it, even when Kennect approached us with their 

platform. I am now glad that we chose to do a pilot with Kennect and then went live for all 20 teams. After 

a year of using just the automation part, we now also seamlessly provide real-time incentive visibility to 

each and every sales rep" 

- Abhijit More, Data Management Lead, Sanofi

No.  of  queries   per   month   before   &   after 

Kennect: 1 in 4 sales reps used to raise a query 

earlier,  now  it  is  1  in  15  sales  rep  after  the 

adoption of Kennect

88% reduction in time required by ops team 

for query resolution.

Time     spend      on      sales     compensation 

calculations before and with Kennect every 

month : 3 team members * 15 days per month 

to now 1.5 team member*7 days per month

210+   days   saved   annually   for   the   Sales 

Operations   team   through   automation   of 

incentives
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About Kennect

Kennect  has  helped  a  lot of  businesses  in  exceeding  their   sales  objectives.  Having   Kennect   in   your 

organisation   will   increase   sales   and   business  growth,  as  well  as  provide  real-time  transparency  in 

commission payments. With our choice of proven sales effectiveness solutions, we're here to give you with 

the ideal platform to inspire your sales team and channel partners to stay motivated and engaged to your 

brand.  We  give  the  real-world  information  you  need  to  make  the  right  decisions  at  the  right  time — 

so salespeople get visibility, managers gain clarity, and leaders gain a return. 

It's why consumers say they'll never work without us again.It's why consumers say they'll never work without us again.

SOLUTION

400+ schemes configured & implemented every quarter 

across 20+ business units using a non-technical scheme 

builder.
 

Quick Implementation in less than 2 months from project 

kickoff to Go-live.

Avg Engagement of sales team with incentive platform: Avg Engagement of sales team with incentive platform: 

More than 95% of users check their incentives at least twice 

on a weekly basis which increases to daily towards month-

end.

1.

2.

3.

Having saved 1000s of hours for the Sales operations teams annually, Sanofi now has a one-stop solution for 

all incentive-related tasks. They were able to eliminate the myriads of spreadsheets which in turn helped in 

cutting the incentive processing time by almost 90%

All the teams across the hierarchy have the required visibility and  the discrepancies have gone down 

significantly. Kennect’s platform is designed in such a way that Sanofi can scale their organization and add 

new employees or eliminate the older ones just at their fingertips with a few clicks. The overall efficiency of 

compensation plans can be easily evaluated now with better accuracy.

Additional Resources

www.kennect.io www.linkedin.com/company/kennect.in

www.fb.com/Kennect.io

@kennect_io
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